
DEE Summer Evening Sprint Event, Acton Park, Wrexham, 
Tuesday 9th July 

Event Centre 
The Cunliffe Arms, Jeffreys Road, Wrexham LL12 7PG / SJ344524 

(food served until 9pm) 

Directions  
From A483 Wrexham by-pass J6 / A5156 junction:  

3rd exit from roundabout (‘Town centre’) 

1st left at Smithy View Service Station (Smithy Lane) 

Right at mini roundabout (Box Lane) 

2nd Left (Jeffreys Road) 

pub is on right after 300m 

 

From A534 Wrexham/Nantwich road: 

take the A5156 Wrexham NE by-pass 

leave at roundabout (signed Borras Park) (Borras Park Road) 

At end turn right (Jeffreys Road) 

pub is on left after 800m 

 

Terrain 
This is a brand new area for orienteering. It is a mixture of parkland (the remains of the 
estate of Acton Hall) and urban. 

Orange and Yellow courses will use the park only. 

Sprint courses will also use the urban sections: traffic will be light, but please exercise 
appropriate levels of caution. 

Trainers are the recommended footwear; shorts can be worn. 

Please be polite and give way to other park users and beware of dogs off leads. 

Map 
1:4000, ISSOM2007, surveyed May 2019. 



Event Timings 
 Registration:  17.30-18.30 

 Start:  first run to start 18.00 – 18.45 (including Yellow + Orange) 

 Start closes: 19.30 

 Courses close:  19.45 

 
 

Courses 
Refer to the table at the end of this document for which course to enter 

Yellow 

Orange 

Short Sprint (2 x 2.0km) 

Long Sprint (2 x 2.5km) 

  
Yellow & Orange Courses are as at all summer evening events with one difference – 
there are no loose control description sheets, the text descriptions are on map only. 
Yellow course maps are available at the start for competitors to look at before starting; 
Orange course maps are collected after starting.  

  

If planning to bring a group, please email the organiser. 

 
  
 
  



Special Arrangements for the Sprint Classes 
[NB: this only applies to the sprint classes: Yellow and Orange will be as normal] 

Each class involves two sprint courses, each planned for a fastest time of the order of 
10 minutes, with a ‘time out’ (like you would have for a road crossing, but without a 
maximum time set) between the two. The courses can be run in either order. The 
overall result depends on the total time; download only once, after the second course. 

Arriving at the start, you join the queue (if there is one) for your class. Clear and 
check at the head of the queue. A clock will be running, just to help you keep 
yourselves a minute apart: when the minute changes, punch ‘start’ and pick up a map 
(‘Odd’ if starting on an odd minute, ‘Even’ if an even minute, to help spread people out 
– though it’s not a problem if you pick the wrong one). 

At the end of your first course, punch ‘finish’. Do not go to download. 

When ready to run your second course, rejoin the queue. This time, you MUST NOT 
clear and check (otherwise you will wipe out your first run). Don’t bother waiting for an 
odd/even time – just take the next available time. When you start, punch the start, take 
the map for the other course and go. The time-out is from the finish of the first stage 
until the start of the second. 

NB: this is a change from last year – you now punch the start both times. 

At the end of your course, punch ‘finish’ then download. 

Pictorial descriptions, on the map only (no loose descriptions); number and code next 
to circles on maps.  

There is no maximum time for the ‘time out’ between your runs: this is to allow parents 
looking after children to alternate their runs. 

Although there will be an official at the start/finish to answer questions, it will be up to 
you to start yourself. 



Summer League 

League classes A can score points on the longer sprint; B + C classes on the shorter 
one; D + E on Orange and Yellow as usual. 

 

Trophy Age Class Sprint Course 

Senior Ladies A W20+ Long 

Senior Ladies B W20+ Short 

Junior Ladies B W18- Short 

Senior Ladies C W20+ Short 

Junior Ladies C W18- Short 

Junior Ladies D W16- Orange 

Junior Ladies E W14- Yellow 

Senior Men A M20+ Long 

Junior Men A M18- Long 

Senior Men B M20+ Short 

Junior Men B M18- Short 

Senior Men C M20+ Short 

Junior Men C M18- Short 

Junior Men D M16- Orange 

Junior Men E M14- Yellow 

 


